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By JEN KING

Global interest in fine Swiss-made watches grew by 5.7 percent despite a slowdown in
sales throughout Asia, according to the Digital Luxury Group’s tenth annual World Watch
Report 2014.

The World Watch Report’s full edition was released to coincide with Switzerland’s
Baselworld Watch and Jewelry Show March 27 to April 3, just as the Haute Horlogerie
preview was distributed during the trade-only Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie
event in January. The extended edition of the report examined more watchmakers as
many brands represented at Baselworld are jostling for attention among the horology
community.

“There has been an over-investment from many brands on the Chinese market leading to
some disappointments, but the reality is that, ‘Watches are part of the fastest growing
luxury segments in China right now’ according to Baidu vice president, Liang Zeng, which
participated in World Watch Report 2014 report this year,” said Laetitia Hirschy,
international intelligence and communications manager at Digital Luxury Group, Geneva,
Switzerland.

“We have seen China growing non-stop in our report in the last 10 years and we remain
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optimistic on the five to 10 years’ outlook because its tier 2 and 3 cities are still largely
unexploited,” she said. "[And also because of the] increasing number of Chinese luxury
travelers. Only 3 percent of Chinese had passports in 2013. This is predicted to increase to
5 percent this year, which lets you imagine the potential, making it difficult to assess the
real size of the Chinese 'market.'”

The World Watch Report 2014 examined 20 international markets including Brazil, China,
France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Britain and the
United States.

For its report, Digital Luxury Group examined 62 brands broken down into five categories:
Haute Horlogerie, Watch and Jewelry, Couture, Prestige and High Range. For example,
Bovet is categorized under Haute Horlogerie while Bulgari is  defined under Watch and
Jewelry, Chanel is listed as Couture, Tag Heuer is in the Prestige section and Baume &
Mercier is placed in the High Range category.

Market assessment
This year’s report found that the BRIC markets continued to fuel the demand for luxury
watches. Countries such as China, Russia and India had the highest year-to-year increases
with China seeing an increase demand of 59.4 percent.

With an increased demand of over 50 percent, the luxury market in China continues to
escalate despite predictions of a decline. In China there is also a strong interest in ladies’
watches made by Omega, Vacheron Constantin and Chopard.

http://www.worldwatchreport.com/


Omega’s Sochi Petrograd and Olympic logo case back 

Also, the Chinese consumer has invested interest in watch brands that fall under the Haute
Horlogerie category. Digital Luxury Group’s SIHH Haute Horlogerie report found that the
market’s interest in haute horlogerie increased 57.9 percent from the year-ago period and
accounts for 30 percent of total interest worldwide (see story).

For watchmaker marketers, appealing to the sensibilities of Chinese consumers may
result in brand loyalty. For example, Switzerland’s Vacheron Constantin targeted affluent
Chinese watch enthusiasts with an ultra-exclusive timepiece series that celebrated the
Chinese New Year Feb. 1.

Vacheron’s Metiers d’Art Legend of the Chinese Zodiac watches feted the start of the Year
of the Horse. The watches incorporated elements of Chinese culture to create a timepiece
of significant value in terms of local customs and horology (see story).
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Metiers d’Art Legend of the Chinese Zodiac: Year of the Horse

Marketers must take steps that support this trend of appealing to the cultural and social
values of the Chinese consumer.

“Leveraging on this information, digital strategy and research firm Digital Luxury Group
decided to bring for the first time at Baselworld, Peter Xu, one of the most influential
fashion bloggers in China, to connect Digital Luxury Group’s clients exhibiting at the
world’s leading watch and jewelry fair to his 1.3 million sophisticated and tech-savvy fans
on social media,” Ms. Hirschy said.

“Chinese luxury consumers are, on average, much younger than the rest of the world and
eager to use technology to showcase their personal tastes - hence the idea of connecting
our clients to this strategic Chinese audience,” she said.

Brazil’s  market failed to deliver amid high expectations as the country prepares to host the
FIFA World Cup this June and the Summer Olympics in 2016.

“2013 was a tough year for Brazil, one of the most difficult ones in the last 15 years,” Ms.
Hirschy said. “The market suffered from inflation and explosion of the dollar, resulting in
caution from consumers.

“Furthermore, lack of infrastructure was a recurrent theme and GDP growth was really
weak,” she said.

Although consumers were cautious, watchmakers still invested in the country due to its
affluent population and the attention it has and will receive from hosting internationally-
recognized events.

For instance, Swiss watchmaker Hublot opened its first Latin American boutique in Rio de
Janeiro Feb. 5 as the Brazilian city prepares for the FIFA World Cup beginning June 12.

Brazil will host the international soccer games for the first time since 1950, as the country
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continues to burnish its credibility as an economic player with a high concentration of
affluent consumers (see story).

Hublot‘s Pelé watch case back 

Instead, watchmakers may have benefited from targeting Brazilians traveling abroad or
online.

“Luxury goods are taxed heavily in Brazil, thus a large share of luxury purchases are being
made abroad, usually in the U.S. in cities such as Miami and New York,” Ms. Hirschy said.
“Whilst purchases may be conducted abroad, pre-travel purchase is usually done at home.

“Brands can increase their visibility by targeting Brazilian luxury travelers online, through
dedicated campaigns before their overseas shopping trip,” she said.

What works
Watchmakers have truly embraced social media and use various platforms to appeal to
watch enthusiasts around the world.

The World Watch Report found that Instagram had the highest engagement rate beating out
parent company Facebook. Instagram saw an active user increase of 23 percent while
Facebook saw a 3 percent decrease likely due to its ability to stoke product awareness.

For instance, Swiss watchmaker IWC Schaffhausen encouraged timepiece enthusiasts to
join the conversation through the use of branded hashtags in a new campaign on mobile
image-sharing application Instagram.

IWC has a strong social media presence that helps engage fans and keep the brand
current. To keep the conversation going, the brand uses a series of hashtags to make their
social media accounts as interactive as possible (see story).
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IWC's Facebook banner to increase Instagram followers

Due to Instagram’s popularity it will continue to help watch brands promote styles and
create a relationship among fans.

“Wristshots are very popular on Instagram and enable watch owners to help build brand
identity and be part of it on the platform,” Ms. Hirschy said .

“[Also], filters allow for a more lifestyle content and personalized approach and it is
easier to find content with hashtags, such as #WatchWednesday and #InstaWatch, than on
Facebook," she said.

“With mobile search increasing, the mobile-friendly platform holds a promising future.
Furthermore, if implemented it can be optimized with ads, embedded links and already is
proving itself with the success of key opinion leaders.”

Final Take
Jen King, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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